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Development of “SKYSHINE-CG'" Code: A Line-Beam Method 
Code Equipped with Combinatorial Geometry Routine 
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A boiling water reactor (BWR) plant has a single loop coolant system， in which main steam generated in the reactor core 
proceeds directly into turbines. Consequently， radioactive 16N (6.2MeV photon emitter) contained in the steam contributes to 
gamma-ray skyshin巴dosein the vicinity of th巴BWRplant. The skyshine dose analysis is generaJly performed with the line-
beam method code SKYSHINE，出whichcaJculational geome佐yconsists of a rectangular turbine building and a set of isotropic 
point sources corresponding to an actual distribution of 16N sources. For the purpose ofupgrading calculational accuracy， the 
SKYSHINE-CG code has been developed by incorporating the combinatorial geometry (CG) routine into the SKYSHINE cod巴，
so that shielding effect of in-building equipment can be properly considered using a thr白幽dimensionalmod巴1composed of 
boxes， cylinders， spheres， etc. Skyshine dose rate around a 500 MWe BWR plant was calculated with both SKYSHU叩 and
SKYSHINE-CG codes， and the calculated results w巴recompared with measured data obtained with a NaI(Tl) scintillation 
detector. The CA values for SKYSHINE-CG calculation were 印刷eredaround 4.0， whereas the ones for SKYSHINE cal印刷lon
were as large as 6.0. Calculational error was found to be reduced by adopting three-dimensional model based on the combinatorial 
geometry method. 
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I. Introduction 

A boiling water reactor (BWR) plant has a single loop coolant 

system， in which main steam generated in the reactor core 
proceeds directly into turbines. The main steam contains 

radioactive 16N (6.2MeV photon emitter)， which con仕ibutesto 

gamma-ray skyshine dose in the vicinity ofthe BWR plant. 

The s匂rshinedose analysis is general1y perfonned with the 

SKYSHINE<l) code. The code considers a rectangular building 

housing a set of isotropic point sources as a ca1culational model. 
The SKYSHINE code is widely used because of its simple and 

convenient ca1culation model. 
However， in the SKYSHINE calculation， being di百icultto 

model complicated structure geome町 suchas turbine， a safety 

margin is usually considered in order to get rid of 

underestimation of dose rate. 

We have been developing SKYSHINE-CG code by 

incorporating the combinatorial geometry (CG) routine into the 

SKYSHINE code for the pu中oseof upgrading ca1culational 
accuracy. Skyshine dose rate企oma 500MWe BWR turbine 

building was calculated with both the SKYSHINE-CG code 

and the SKYSHINE code. The results were compared with 

measured data obtained with a NaI(Tl) scintil1ation detector. 
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11. Feature of SKYSHINE-CG Code 

The SKYSHINE code considers a rectangular structure 

enclosed by a slab， four walls and a roof. Each ofthe walls and 
the roof of the building is subdivided into up to nine areas， 
representing different materials or different thickness. The 

shielding effect in the bui1dingラwhichis caused by interior walls 

and/or adjoining equipment， can be roughly considered by 
means of “projection methodぺinwhich extra shielding 

thickness corresponding to the shielding effect ofthe in-building 

equipment is added to the thickness of the bui1ding wal1 or 

roof. 
The SKYSHINE-町CGcode incorporated with the CG routine 

describes three-dimensional geometry model as a combination 

of cy1inders， spheres， boxes and so on. The code has the 
following four ca1culation steps. 
Step 1: Detennination of initial gamma-ray direction using a 

random number generator routine. 

Step 2: Ca1culation of total transmission length from point 
source to the outer surface of the building wall along 

with the locus of the gamma-ray using the CG-routine. 

Step 3: Calculation of gamma-ray spectrum and angular 

distribution at the outer surface ofthe building using 

data based on the ANISN(2) calculation. 

Step 4: Calculation of dose contribution of each gamma-ray 

using propagation data based on Monte Carlo 

ca1culation. Sk材ys油剥hi吐me胞ed由os鈎 町e引rat，旬.eiおsobtain訂加n巴吋db防ysurmning
u叩pthe dose contribution from each gamma.欄-r

111. Calculation of Skyshine Dose 

We analyzed skyshine dose around a 500MWe BWRωrbine 
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Fig.l Layout ofBWR turbine building 

building with the SKYSHINE-CG code and the SKYSHINE 

code. • 恥'1ulti-nointsource model ofthe LPT 

Fig.2 Gamma-ray source泊theLPT and multi-point source model 
ofthe LPT 

1. The profile ofTurbine Building 

Figurel shows layout of the 500MWe BWR turbine 

building. Main steam generated in the reactor is provided into 

a high pressure turbine (HPT) via HPT inlet pipes. And then， 
the steam exhausted合omthe HPT is provided into two low 

pressure turbines (LPTs) via LPT inlet pipes. The equipment 

to be considered in the caIculation is one HPT， HPT inlet pipes， 
れ町oLPTs and LPT inlet pipes. 
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Fig.3 Angular distribution of dose rate仕omthe LPT calculated with 
the QAD code with volume source and multi幽pointsource model 
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2.恥'1odelingof Sources 

In both the SKYSHINE code and the SKYSHINE-CG code， 
gamma-ray source in the turbine building is modeled with a set 

ofpoint sources. Gamma圃raysource in the inlet pipes can be 

easily modeled because oftheir simple geome町.On the other 

hand， gamma-ray source in the turbine can not be easily modeled 
because of its complicated geometry. 

In the SKYSHINE analysis， gamma-ray source in the turbine 

is modeled with an equivalent point source ofwhich intensity 
is determined with point kemel method. In the SKYSHINE-

CG analysis， gamma陶 raysource in the turbine is modeled 

considering geometry ofthe turbine brads room and density of 

the steam. The gamma-ray source in the turbine is usuaIIy 

translated into 30・50point sources. Self-shielding effect of 

the turbine is considered as structure model assembled with 

the CG routine. 

Figure2 iIlustrates gamma-ray source in the LPT and its 
multi帽 pointsource model consisting of 48 point sources. In 

order to verifシtheaccuracy ofthe model， calculations of dose 
rate around the LPT was performed with出epoint kemel code 

QAD醐 CG(3)for the multi-point source model and for the exact 

volume source modeI. Figure 3 compares the caIculated angular 
distribution of dose rate around the LPT between the two 
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F日i砲gure4c∞ompa訂resca1culated s汰kys由hi加nedose rate between 

the SKYSHINE-CG results and the SKYSHINE results. The 

total skyshine dose rate ca1culated with the SKYSHINE由 CG

code is smaller than one calculated with the SKYSHINE code 

by factor 1.5. This resulted合omthe difference beれ問enωrbine

contributions. As for the LPT contribution， the SKYSHINE 
results are larger than the SKYSHINE-CG results by factor 

2.0. ln the SKYSHINE ca1culation， angular distribution of 
gamma-ray from turbine is assumed to be isotropic， whereas 
the actual distribution is anisotropic as shown in Fig.3. As the 

results， emission of gamma-ray to lower elevation (() <400
) is 

overestimated. 

Figure 5 shows comparison of skyshine dose rate between 

calculated results and measured one obtained with a Nal(TI) 

scinti¥lation detector. Calculational error was found to be 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of dose rate at outer surface of a building wall 
between calculation and measurement 

Fig.7 Iso・dosecontours for 1.3MeV gamma-ray skyshine dose 
calculated with DOT3.5 code using two different models; 
infinite air model and aiトover-groundmodel. 
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IV. Result and Discussion 
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models. The curve ca1culated with multi-point source model 
shows good agreement with one ca1culated with the volume 
source. 

Fig. 4 Comparison of calculated skyshine dose between SKYSHINE 
results and SKYSH1NE-CG results 

Fig. 5 Comparison of skyshin巴dosebetween measured data and 
calcu!ated one. 
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reduced by adopting three-dimensional model assembled with 

the CG routine. 
Discrepancy between the SKYSHINE-CG results and the 

measured data is considered to be caused by， 
(1) calculational error of gamma-ray transmission企omsource 

to the outer surface ofthe building. 
(2) Calculational error of gamma-ray propagation in the 
atmosphere. 

The former was investigated by comparing dose rate on the 

outer surface of the building between calculated data and 
measured data obtained with TLDs. The calculated data was 
obtained with point kemel method using the same model as the 
SKYSHINE-CG calculation. 

Figure 6 compares distribution of dose rate on the outer 
surface ofthe turbine building walI between measurement and 
calculation. The measured dose rate dis仕ibutionshows a holIow 
in the area of Z= 10m -15m， which is considered to be caused 
by shielding e能 ctsof a ceiling crane， which was not modeled 
in the SKYSHINE-CG calculation. If a calculation including 
the ceiling crane model were done， the CA value 4.0 would be 

reduced to 3.5. 
The latter is ambiguity ofthe gamma-ray propagation data 

in the database incorporated in the SKYSHINE and the 
SKYSHINE-CG codes. The data are the ones prepared by 

Monte Calro calculation， ofwhich model consisted of a infinite 
atmosphere region and a gamma-ray source at the center. The 
simplified model eliminating the existence ofthe ground may 
not yield enough accuracy in the analysis of dose rate near the 
ground surface. 

Figure 7 shows an example of skyshine analysis performed 

forthe pぽ poseof investigating the influence of ground on the 

skyshine dose rate. The calculation was made with the 
DOT3.5(4) code using two different models; a uniform 

atmosphere model having a point source at the center， and an 
air-over-ground model consisting ofthe atmosphere and the 

ground expressed as a soil region having a thickness of 50cm. 
Figure 7 suggests that the dose rate near仕leground surface is 
lower than predicted from the infinite air model calculation 
because of gamma-ray absorption in the soil. 

Ifthe influence ofthe ground on the skyshine dose rate were 
reflected in the gamma-ray propagation data， the accuracy of 
the calculation would be upgraded. 

V. Conclusion 

We have been developing the SKYSHINE-CG code by 

incorporating the CG routine into the SKYSHINE code for the 
p凹poseof upgrading calculational accura停 Skyshinedose 
rate企oma 500MWe BWR turbine building was calculated 
with both the SKYSHINE-CG code and the SKYSHINE code. 

As the results， the C/E values for the SKYSHINE-CG 
calculation were sca批 redaround 4.0， whereas the ones for the 
SKYSHINE calculation were as large as 6.0. Calculational error 
was found to be reduced as factor 1.5 by adopting three-
dimensional model assembled with the CG routine. 
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